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A b s t r a c t .  We present a Statecharts dialect with only three syntactic 
constructs and a semantics that is not restricted to describe reactive 
systems on an implementation level but allows to model them on an ab- 
stract, more specification oriented stage, where design alternatives are 
still left open. We give a refinement calculus with rules that tell the de- 
signer how to come from the abstract specification to the implementation 
such that the system under development only becomes more concrete but 
not more abstract; under-specification is eliminated by adding more in- 
formation. The result of a design process that follows these rules is an 
implementation that satisfies its specification by construction. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Statecharts [5] are used in industry to develop reactive systems. A typical appli- 
cation area is rapid prototyping of embedded systems as they occur in avionics 
and automobile industry. Among other things, their success comes from two 
facts. First, it is an easy to learn language for design specialists who have more 
often a degree in electrical or electronic engineering than a solid background in 
computer  science. Those engineers have a considerably bet ter  intuition of the 
meaning of automata  than of algebraic specification techniques, for instance. 
Second, Statecharts are available as description technique in commercial prod- 
ucts, like Statemate. Therefore, such specifications are really sturdy for engi- 
neers. 

In the past years, much scientific work has been invested to improve the Stat- 
echarts language. However, up to now most approaches focus more on the im- 
plementation aspects of Statecharts than on specification techniques. Several 
formal semantics for Statecharts and related dialects have been proposed (see 
[13] for a good but  no longer complete overview). Among them some approaches 
like Argos [7, 8] can be found that  are closely related to the reactive programming 
language Esterel [2, 3]. 

Our p-Charts  exclude a number of syntactical concepts of Statecharts (as pre- 
sented in [5]) that  lead to semantical problems, such as inter-level transitions, 
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priority of transitions w.r.t, state hierarchy, multiple source and target of tran- 
sitions and so on. When designing our dialect #-Charts we were inspired by 
Argos but also tried to modify some basic concepts as discussed in [9]. Our 
#-Charts formalism is considered to be a specification mechanism rather than 
a programming language like Argos, Esterel, Lustre, or Signal. In these syn- 
chronous programming languages unintended non-determinism that is obtained 
by composition is avoided by static analysis. 

Besides this unintended non-determinism that stems from composition there 
is also intended non-determinism to express underspecification of components. 
Intended non-determinism is volitional by the user and reflects that design de- 
cisions for a component are still left open at the current level of development. 

In [9] we have defined the semantics of #u-Charts in terms of sets of I/O-behaviors 
or, in other words, I/O-histories. The/z-Charts semantics presented here differs 
in some points with the semantics published in [9]. These modifications have 
been necessary for a smooth integration of refinement. 

In this contribution, we further improve our language concepts. We illustrate 
that three principal syntactical concepts, sequential automata, hiding, and a 
composition operator including multicasting, are enough to express more com- 
plex Statecharts' constructs; hierarchy and pure parallel composition can be 
defined as syntactic sugar. This strategy has two main advantages: First, we 
reduce ourselves to the most essential language concepts and so can motivate 
that Statecharts are not that complicated as assumed in the hitherto existing 
literature. Second, we get an easy semantics for the proofs of the refinement 
rules' soundness. 

Moreover, we show how to use this specification formalism in the development 
process. We demonstrate what it means to incrementally develop a system step 
by step. We present a refinement calculus with rules that are easy to understand 
but at the same time describe formal design steps towards the final system. 
Though this paper is rather theoretically written to motivate that all concepts 
are sound, also more practical oriented readers should gain from reading this 
article: For those readers it should be enough to understand which syntactical 
side conditions have to be fulfilled to make a certain refinement step. 

Our goal is to underline that Statecharts are more than a simple twodimensional 
programming language. What is needed is a design methodology, supported 
by a set of refinement rules that tell the user how to come from an abstract 
system description to a more concrete one. In principle, the essential rules we 
present (for hierarchical decomposition and parallel composition, for instance) 
are thought to be applicable not only for #-Charts but also for any other version 
of Statecharts. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the running example, 
which is used to underline our refinement technique. In Section 3.1 and 3.2 we 
explain syntax and semantics of the #-Charts language. The refinement rules 
are discussed in Section 4. We finally conclude this paper with Section 5. 
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2 R u n n i n g  E x a m p l e  

As running example we take a simplified specification of a realistic central locking 
system for two-door cars as already used in [10]. We are aware that this example 
is much smaller than industrially relevant examples. However, it should be 
large enough to illustrate all essential points of this contribution. Due to space 
limitations we are not able to print a larger example. 

The system architecture is pictured in Figure 1 and the corresponding p-Chart in 
Figure 2. Our graphical syntax for #u-Charts follows the convention that ellipses 
denote basic states of sequential automata while boxes denote states that are 
decomposed by other #-Charts. Later on, we will show that decomposition is 
in fact only syntactic sugar. Double frames denote default states. Notice that, 
as we deal with underspecification, more than one default state is possible as 
demonstrated in the example. 

iup  r u p  
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o i g n i t i o n  

Figure  1. Central locking system - -  Architecture 

Our central locking system consists essentially of three main parts (see Figure 
1): the CONTROL and the two door motors. These parts react independently. 
The default configuration of the system is that all doors are unlocked (UNLD) 
or locked (LOCKED) and both motors are OFF. Depending on the system's 
configuration, the driver can (un-)lock the car either from outside by turning 
the key or from inside by pressing a button. Both actions generate the external 
signal (o) c. The CONTROL generates the internal signals ldn and rdn and enters 
its locking state LOCKG, which is decomposed by the automaton in Figure 6. 

Whenever the crash signal occurs, the CONTROL changes from the NORMAL 
mode in the CRASH mode and generates the signals lup and rup and the doors 
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CONTROL 

NORMAL 

U N ~ '  ready UNLG 

�9 rdn ] t e/lan, o/lup',~ 
LOCKG ready 

crash A ignition/lup; rup 

/lup; rup 

{ lup, Idn, lmr, rup, rdn, rmr, ready} 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

MOTORLEFT 

MOTORPdGHT 

DOWN ~ UP 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

DOWN ~ UP 

I {lmr, rrar, ready} I 

Figure  2. Central locking system - -  Behavior 

will open. This property has been proven applying model checking techniques in 
[10]. A more detailed informal description of the case study also can be looked 
up there. 

3 The p-Charts Language 

3.1 Syntax 

In this section we briefly introduce the essential concepts of our Statecharts 
dialect. We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic ideas of Statecharts 
and refer to [5, 6] for a more detailed introduction. 

In this paper, all elements in the set S of p-Charts can be built from only 
three syntactical constructs: non-deterministic sequential automata, hiding, and 
parallel composition including communication between parallel composed charts. 
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S e q u e n t i a l  A u t o m a t a .  In the definition of sequential automata,  we use the 
following syntactical, pairwise disjoint sets: Ident is a set of identifiers, Signals 
a set of signal names, States a set of state names, and V a set of variable names. 
The construct (N,I ,  O, ~ ,  ~o, Vt,qOo,5), in the sequel abbreviated to A, is an 
element of $ iff the following constraints hold: 

1. N E Ident is the unique identifier of the automaton. 
2. I C_ Signalsis the input interface. 
3. 0 C_ Signals is the output  interface. We assume I and O to be disjoint. 
4. ~ E p(States) is a nonempty finite set of all control states of the automaton.  
5. Eo C_ E represents the set of initial states. 
6. Vl is the set of local (integer) variables of the automaton. 
7. For each initial state a0 E ~o the function ~o0(a0) E ~ -+ 7/initializes the 

local variables. We abbreviate Vl -+ 7 / t o  E(A). 
8. 5 : ~ --+ ~(Bexp(I + Vl) x Cam x ~ )  is the finite state transition relation 

that  takes a state and yields a set of triples, where each triple consists 
of a Boolean expression over I and V~ as transition predicate (guard, pre- 
condition, trigger) paired with a command corn E Cam and the successor 
(control-)state. 

In this context, arithmetic expressions a E Aexp, Boolean expressions b E Bexp, 
and commands c E Cam have the form: 

a ::= n l Y  [ al + a21 al - a2 lal  *a2 

b ::= true I false ] al = a2 [al _< a2 I siI -~bIbl A b2 

c ::= skip[ Y := a[ So [Cl; c2 

In the syntax of transitions we have followed the convention that  n E Int,  Y E Vl, 
si E I ,  and so E O. Note that  to permit not only integer variables in In t  but 
arbi t rary  types is a straightforward extension but  is not relevant in the context 
of this paper and therefore was omitted. The meaning of these expressions 
and commands is straightforward. In contrast to [6], we use the semi-colon as 
sequential and not as parallel composition and so avoid racing conditions. 

Composition. Suppose that  $1, $2 E S are arbi trary #-Charts  and L is the set 
of signals tha t  can be possibly transmitted, then the composition $I <1 L t> $2 
is also in 8.  Defining the semantics of this operator,  we will see that  instan- 
taneous communication [2, 3, 7] is achieved by signal feedback (see also Figure 
3). Graphically, this construction is denoted as signal set between the dashed 
lines tha t  separate $1 and $2. Though one is totally free in the choice of L, it 
should be a subset of (In(S1) n Out(&)) u ( In(&) n Out(S1)) to get meaningful 
specifications. Here, In(Si) and Out(Si) denote the input and output  interfaces 
of Si, respectively. 

Elements in In(S) and Out(S) are called input and output signals, respectively. 
If we do not care about the flow direction, we only say signal. Each element x 
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in Z(S) =4f o(In(S)), and O(S) =4 o(Out(S)) is called an input and output 
event, respectively. If we abstract from input or output, we simply speak of 
events. For each signal s an we say s is present in event x iff s E x. Otherwise, 
we say that it is absent in x. 

Hiding.  Output signals that are sent using the ternary operator. <~. [>. are still 
visible by the environment of the chart S. If the signal set K shall be hidden 
for the part of the specification not belonging to S, we use the hiding.operator 
[S]K. The construct [S1 ~ L t> S2]L, for instance, hides all output signals that 
are fed back. Likewise for communication, there is also a graphical counterpart 
for hiding; it is a box, attached to the bottom of S, which contains the signals 
K that are hidden. 

In(SI)\(L n Out(S2)) 

In(S2)\(L n Out(Sl) ) 

S1 ,~ L t> S2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Figure  3. Composition 

Out(S1)\(L n In(S2)) 
Out(S1) n L n In(S2) 

Out(&) n L n In(St) 
Out(S2)\(L n In(S1)) 

Hierarchy. To express hierarchical composition, which plays a key role in the 
concept of Statecharts, we do not need an explicit syntactical construct but de- 
rive hierarchy from the above composition operator. This facilitates the defini- 
tion of both formal semantics and refinement calculus. How this can be achieved 
will be demonstrated in the sequel. 

A hierarchical decomposition A decby (Ed, Q), where A = (N, I, O, ~,  Eo, ~ ,  ~Oo, 5) 
can be expressed by composition. Here, the total function ~ : ,Ud -+ S defines for 
each state in Ed C_ ,U the sub-chart by which it is decomposed. Thus, hierarchy 
can be considered as abbreviation mechanism. We can translate hierarchical 
specifications in flat ones applying the following algorithm (hereby we call A the 
master and Q(a) with a 6 Zd the slave). The algorithm works differently for 
weak and strong preemption [1]: 

1. Master A and all slaves are composed in parallel. 
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2. Modification of the master: The fresh signals go(a) for all decomposed states 
a E Ed are added to the output interface of A. In case of weak preemption, 
for every a E Sd the command corn of every outgoing edge is replaced by 
corn; go(a). Here, go(a) is a signal which indicates that the slave attached to 
a is currently active and is allowed to fire its transitions. This modification 
is omitted for other edges than self loops when strong preemption is desired. 
Let ta be the disjunction of all trigger conditions on all outgoing edges 
(inclusive self loops, if they exist) of a. Then, for every kind of preemption, 
additionally every state a is enriched by a self loop with trigger condition 
-~ta and command go(a). 

3. Modification of the slave(s): For every a E Sd and every sequential au- 
tomaton in e(a) to every input interface the signal go(a) has to be added. 
Furthermore, every trigger condition t on every edge has to be substituted 
by t A go(a) in order to guarantee that the now parallel composed slave only 
reacts if[ it is allowed to. If a is a non-history [5] decomposed state, addi- 
tional transitions from every state but the default state of every sequential 
automaton in Q(a) with label -~go(a)/~(a) have to be introduced. This is 
necessary to initialize the slave whenever the master is left. Otherwise, all 
slaves would stay in their current states when the master changes its current 
step; this, however, is only wanted for history decomposed states [5]. 

4. In order to enable the communication between master and slave, all above 
introduced go signals have to be fed back and hidden with respect to the 
parallel composition of the master and all slaves. Feedback applies to all 
signals in In(A) N Out(#(a)), too, to enable communication from slave to 
master. 

Figure 4 shows an example. It is the CONTROL part of the locking system. 
As once having entered the CRASH mode, the system resides in this state for- 
ever. Thus, it makes no difference whether NORMAL is history or non-history 
decomposed. Figure 4 shows weak preemption; if we omitted the statement 
go(NORMAL) on the transition between NORMAL and CRASH, we would model 
strong preemption. In case of nested hierarchy, this algorithm has to be recur- 
sively applied. 

3.2 Semant ics  

Steps and System Reactions. Like other Statecharts dialects, p-Charts are a 
synchronous language based on a discrete, clock-synchronous time model. It 
follows the principles of the perfect synchrony hypothesis [3] and uses, similar to 
[8], instantaneous feedback as semantical model for communication. A system 
reaction of a/~-Charts consists of a sequence of steps (instants). At each step, 
the system receives a set of signals from the environment. Upon reception of this 
input set, the system produces a set of output signals, modifies local variables, 
and changes its control state. The output signals are assumed to be generated in 
the same instant as the input signals are received. A signal is said to be present 
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I 
crash/go(NOaMAL) /lup; rup 

crash /lup; rup; go(NORMAL ) , ~  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

{go(NORMAL)} 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

- ready A go(NORMAL) UNLG 

(NORMAL)/ldn; rdn [ 
I 

o A g o ( N O R M A L ) / I u p ~  

LOCKG ready A go(NORMAL) ' ~  

[ {go(NORMAL)} [ 

Figure  4. Unpacked hierarchy 

in a given instant, if it is either input from the environment or generated by the 
system. Otherwise, it is said to be absent. 

Reactive Behavior. Reactive systems have to interact continuously with the en- 
vironment. Hence, their complete input/output behavior can be described using 
communication histories. We model the communication history of #-Charts by 
streams carrying sets of signals. Mathematically, we describe the behavior of p- 
Charts by relations over streams. Thus, we briefly discuss the notion of streams. 
For a detailed description we refer, for example, to [4]. 

Given a set X of signals, a stream over X, denoted by X ~,  is an infinite sequence 
of elements from X. Our notation for the concatenation operator is &. Given 
an element x of type X and a stream s over X, the term x&s denotes the stream 
that starts with the element x followed by the stream s. 

For a chart S �9 S we denote the non-deterministic I/O-behavior as relation 
[S]~o �9 ~(Z(S) ~176 x O(S)~176 This pure I/0-semantics is defined by using the 
auxiliary relation IS] �9 p(C(S) x Z(S) ~176 x O(S)~176 

[Silo =dl {(i, o)I ~c.c �9 In i t (S)A (c,i, o) �9 IS]} 

where Init((N, I, O, ,U, Zo, Vt, ~o, 6)) =dy {(ao, ~o(a0)) I ~0 e and Init(S1 ,~ 
Lt> S2) =dl Init(S1) x Init(S2) denote the initial configurations. A configuration 
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of chart S is an element in C(S), which is inductively defined by: 

C((N, I ,O ,Z ,  Zo, Vt,~Oo,6)) =dr Z x (Vt ~ 77) 

C(S~ ,~ L E> $2) =dr C(S1) x C($2) 

Instead of the explicit tuple we often simply write c to denote an arbitrary 
configuration. The auxiliary semantics of a sequential automaton A is now 
defined as the greatest solution of the following recursive equation (,): 

[A] = {(c,x&i,y&o) 13c'.((c',y) �9 [5](c,x) ^ (c' , i ,o) �9 [A]) V [5](c,x) = 0} 

Informally, [A] is the set of all those tuples (c,x&i,y&o) such that  one of 
the following two cases is true. Either A generates the output event y and 
changes its current configuration from c to d while reacting on input event x 
and then behaves similarly in the new configuration d 'eating' the rest of the 
input event stream or the reaction is (yet) underspecified: In this case, the predi- 
cate [5~(c, x) = 0 is a characterization for the chaotic behavior of A, as the choice 
of i, y, and o is not restricted at all. Here, [6] is defined from the transition 
relation 5 as follows1: For all c = (a,e) �9 C(A) and x �9 E(A): 

[5]((a,e),x) =d/ { ( (a ' , d ) ,y )  �9 Z x $(A) • O(A)] 
3t, ccrm.(t, com, a') �9 5(a) A (e,x) ~ t ^  (d,y) = n[com]e} 

[~]((a, ~), x) tells us how A reacts upon receiving the input event x in configura- 
tion (a, ~). This reaction yields, due to non-determinism, all possible subsequent 
configurations (a', d )  together with the output event y. Here, (~, x) ~ t is true 
iff the trigger t can be evaluated to true with respect to the valuation ~ and the 
current event x; (Y ~-~ 8, {a, b}) ~ (5 <__ Y) ^ a, for example. To join all such 
pairs in one set, we define: 

[t]A =dI {(e,X) �9 E(A) x Z(A) I Ce, x) ~ t} 

The tuple T~[com]c consists of the next valuation ~' and the output event y 
that  are obtained when the command corn is carried out with respect to the 
current valuation e. By the predicate [5](c, x) = 0 also chaotic behavior is 
included in the semantic set [A]. 'Chaotic' here means that  whenever for the 
automaton A in the current configuration c a transition relation for the current 
input event x is not defined, it can produce an arbitrary output sequence y&o 
and can change to an arbitrary successor configuration d.  Later on, in the design 
process this underspecification can be reduced; mathematically, this means to 
transform chaotic behavior in well-defined behavior. To find the greatest solution 
for the equation (.)  is equivalent to find the greatest solution for F(Xo) = X0, 
i.e. the greatest fixpoint gfp(F) of F,  where F is defined by the lambda term 

F 13c'.((c',V) e ^ (c' , i ,o)  e X)  v = 0} 

1 Note that the brackets ~.~ are overloaded.  
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Notice that 0 is always the least fixpoint, if [5](c, x) # 0. Least fixpoints yield 
finite objects, whereas greatest fixpoints are related to infinite solutions. As we 
deal with infinite I /O histories, we therefore look for the greatest fixpoint gfp(F) 
which is characterized by 

U { X  e p(C(A) x/:(A) ~ x O ( A ) ~ 1 7 6  C_ F(X)}  

The monotonicity of F is a sufficient condition for the existence of this fixed 
point. 

P r o p o s i t i o n  1 F is a monotonic function with respect to the subset ordering 
on power sets. 

As F is a monotonic function on a complete lattice (the power domain), a great- 
est fixpoint always exists (propositions of Knaster/Tarski and Tarski). The 
semantics of the composition with instantaneous feedback is defined as follows 
(see also Figure 3 to get a better intuition): 

~S1 <~ L t> $2] =df{((Cl, e2), i, o) [301,02.01 E O(S1) ~176 A 02 e O($2) c~ A 

O = O l U O 2 A  

(ct, iI~(S~)\(LnO~(S2)) U 0210~t(S~)nLnl~(S~), O1) e ~S1] A 
(c2, i[l~(S.)\(LnO.t(S,)) U ol IO~t(S,)nLnZ.(S2), o2) e I[$2]} 

where U here is the pointwise extension of the set-theoretic union on streams of 
sets and s ix  the pointwise restriction of stream elements (= events) in s to signals 
in X. Our notion of instantaneous feedback (= feedback in the same instant) 
was inspired by Argos [8]. It resembles the technique for solving equations in 
Argos but adds non-determinism and chaotic behavior. 

The pure parallel composition S1 HS2 of two components St and $2 is defined as 
special case: S1 IIS2 is regarded to be a syntactical abbreviation for $1 <1 0 E> $2. 
Just as simple is the definition of signal hiding: 

l (c,i ,o) e [s]} 

Having defined the formal semantics for/~-Charts we can discuss some interesting 
semantical properties of our language: 

- Composition is commutative. 
- In general, the composition operator does not have any associativity-like 

properties; especially, the following is in general not true: 

~S1 ,~ L t> (S2 <~ L ~> S3)~io = ~(SI <3 L ~> S2) <~ L ~ S3]io 

- Other algebraic properties which one would appreciate to be fulfilled but 
indeed are fulse are, due to non-determinism, redundancy, and distributivity; 
instead we have: 
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�9 I[SllS] o # [s]l o 
�9 [(S~ll&) ,~ L D S3]io =/= ~[(S1 <:l L E> $3)11(82 <1L I> Sa)]~o 
�9 [($1 <:3 L I> S2)llS3]~o # [ ( S i l l & )  < L D ($2tlS~)]~o 

- In contrast, redundant specifications in general increase the non-deterministic 
behavior of the system: IS] c [SIIS ~. The opposite direction [SIIS]] C_ [S]] 
generally does not hold for non-deterministic specifications; ][S]io= [[Sl[S]]io 
is true only if S is deterministic. 

- Furthermore, if the interfaces of two combined specifications do not fit to- 
gether, they behave as purely parallel composed: For In(S1)nLnOut(S2) = 
In(S2) N L n O u t ( S 1 )  --  0 the following holds: IS1 "~ L ~> $2] = ~$111S2]. 

4 S p e c i f i c a t i o n  R e f i n e m e n t  

In the previous section we have introduced our automata-oriented specification 
language. We have defined its semantics, i.e. its input/output-behavior in terms 
of streams. However, a pure specification formalism is worthless without any 
system development process. What  we need is to know how to develop a concrete 
implementation or realization from an abstract system specification, that  is, how 
to generate hardware or software from it. 

It  is usually impossible to carry out this transformation in only one step. In prac- 
tice, the situation is even worse. For complex systems, even a design specialist 
may not be capable to write down an abstract specification ad hoc. Rather such 
a system will be developed by applying subsequent concretization steps, whereby 
after every single step the overall system behavior is a bit more concrete. Each 
of these steps is called a refinement step. The final implementation then is only 
the most precise specification that  is suitable to run on a certain machine. First 
ideas on a state-based refinement calculus have been developed in [11, 12]. 

A specification $2 is a refinement of another specification $1 ($1 ~ $2) iff 
In(S1) C In(S2), Out(S1) C_ Out(S2) and the following is true: 

�9 c_ isl] o 

Notice that  there is a good reason to restrict both input and output to In(S1) 
and Out(S1), respectively. Otherwise, one of the most intuitive refinement rules, 
hierarchical decomposition, would by no means be sound. 

We expect our refinement calculus to be stepwise applicable. Therefore, we 
want to guarantee that  also a sequence of refinement steps are a refinement of 
the original specification again. As ~ is transitive, we can guarantee this in our 
case .  

Besides transitivity, compositionality is a further important property for our se- 
mantical framework. It secures that  whenever a small part of a large specification 
is refined, also the entire model is refined: 
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Proposi t ion 2 If S1 ~ $2 then also S1 ,~ L C> $3 ~ $2 <~ L E> $3 for arbitrary 
$3 and L with L C_ Out(S1) U Out(S3) and [SILL, ~ [S2]L, for arbitrary L'. 

Notice that  in the above proposition it is essential that  L C_ Out(S1) U Out(S3) 
and not L C Out(&) U Out(&).  Otherwise, as Out(S1) C_ Out(S2), $2 could 
possibly perform additional behavior due to extra communication that  is not 
possible with $1. 

4.1 The Calculus 

In this section, we give a set of purely syntactical rules whose application guar- 
antees the software engineering specialist correct refinement steps. She or he 
does not need to be aware of the formal semantics but just has to apply the in- 
tuitive syntactical rules in a correct way. Hence, the stepwise refinement within 
a calculus for p-Charts is not only a mathematically appealing idea but also a 
realistic procedure to be applied in an industrial environment. 

R u l e s  for Sequen t i a l  A u t o m a t a .  In principle, to show that  a sequential 
automaton A2 is a refinement of another sequential automaton A1, where Ak =d/ 
(Nk,I~,Ok,Ea,Eok,Vtk,~OOk,Sk) we have to show that  gfp(FA2) C_ gfp(FA1). 
This proof obligation can, whenever both A1 and A2 have the same interface 
and the same configurations, be relaxed to (t): 

VX C_ C(A1) x Z(A1) ~r x O(A1)~ : X C FA2(X) =~ FA2(X) C_ FA,(X) 

With this preliminaries we now can present the refinement calculus for automata: 

Remove Initial States. The reduction of the initial states E0 to ~ C_ ~70 is a 
correct refinement step. In our example, we can reduce the initial states from 
{UNLD, LOCKED} to {UNLD}. 

Add Additional States. The set of states Z of a sequential automaton can be 
enlarged by ,U' and the semantics keeps exactly the same as long as the initial 
states are not modified and the fresh states are not "connected" to the rest 
of the automaton with already existing transitions. In subsequent refinement 
steps, however, theses states can be connected with fresh transitions according 
to the following transition rules. Notice that  this rule merely allows to add new 

s ta tes  on the same hierarchical level. Whenever new states on an hierarchical 
different level shall be added, the rule for hierarchy (see below) has to be applied. 

In the sequel, let Ai be the automaton (N, I,  O, ,U, Eo, ~ ,  ~, &i), for i = 1, 2, i.e. 
A1 and A2 only differ in their transition relations. 
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Delete Transitions. If we obtain A2 from A1 by deleting the transition (t, corn, a ' )  
from 51(a) ,  i.e. 5z(a) = (~2(a) U {(t, com, a')}, this is a correct refinement step 
if t =~ V~,eT~2(a ) t' is a tautology, where T6(a) yields the first projection, the 
trigger condition, of 6(a). The premise here means that  the deleted condition 
t is already subsumed in the remaining conditions, and therefore, additional 
non-determinism cannot occur when deleting the corresponding transition 2. 

Add Transitions. If we obtain A2 from Az by adding the transition (t, corn, a ' )  
to 51(a), i.e. 52(a) = &l(a) U {(t, com, a')}, this is a correct refinement step if 
Vt' �9 T~ (a) : t A t' is a contradiction. Informally, this premise guarantees that  
no transitions are introduced, whose triggers are already subsumed in any other 
existing transition. We want to exemplarily carry out the proof for this rule: 

Proof. According to (t), we take an arbitrary X C_ C(A1) x I(A1) cr x O(A1) cr 
with X C_ FA2(X). Now let the following be true: 3c'.((d,y) �9 [52](c,x) A 
(c' , i ,o) �9 X) V [62](c,x) = ~. As we must prove FA2(X) C FA,(X) we have to 
show that  3c'.((c',y) �9 [51](c,x) A (c',i,o) �9 X) V [51](c,z) = 0. This is done 
by case distinction: 

1. First, we assume that  3c'.(c', y) �9 [(f2](c, x)A(c', i, o) �9 X. Let c - (a, 6). We 
define 63(a) =dl {(t, com, a')}. Since [62](c,x) = ~6z](c,x)U [&3](c,x) the 
tuple (c',y) must either be in [6z](c,x) or in [(is] (c, x) . If (c',y) �9 [&l](C,X) 
the proof is already completed. Otherwise, (c', y) �9 [(fs](c, x) and so (6, x) �9 
It]A2 must hold. From this we can deduce that  Vt' �9 T~, (a) : (6, x) • It']A1 
because Vt' �9 T6, (a) : t A t' = ff and therefore 

vt'  e It]A, n I f ' h ,  = It ^ t ' h ,  = = 0 

As a consequence, we get [6l](C, x) = 0 what yields the desired result. 
2. Second, we assume that  [62](c,x) = 0. As ~z(a) C_ 62(a) implies [&l](C,X) C_ 

[62](c, x) also [61](c, x) = 0 holds. [] 

The first case of the proof says that  a new transition only can make the spec- 
ification more precise, but not more chaotic. The second case guarantees that  
chaotic behavior of A2 must already have been chaotic in A1. 

Modify Existing Transitions. Let A be as above, a a state in A, and e E 6(a) 
the transition to be modified; 6 and 6' denote the transition relations before and 
after one transformation, respectively. We then can identify the following rules: 

1. The trigger condition t, where e = (t, corn, a ') ,  a '  not necessarily different 
from a, can be refined: 

2 Remember that after the application of a refinement rule, the specification only can 
be more concrete, but not more abstract. 
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- To t V t' if Vt".t" E T6(a) ~ (t' A t") is a contradiction 

(~/ t,A - To t A t' if (t A -~t') =~ i, vr,eT6,(~) ) is a tautology 

for an arbitrary Boolean term t ~ in Bexp(I + Vt). 
2. The trigger condition a A a', where e -- (a A a',com, a), can be refined to 

a for an arbi t rary Boolean term a' in Bexp(I + Vt) if Vt".t" E T~(a) =~ 
(t" A (a A -~a')) is a contradiction. 

3. The trigger condition bVb', where e = (bVb~,com, a), can be refined to b for 

an arbi t rary Boolean term b' over Bexp(I  + Vt) if b' A -~b =~ (V~"eT~,(a)t") 
% 

is a tautology. 

Rule number (1) can be proven from the rules for adding and deleting transitions. 
Rules (2) and (3) are deduced from (1) when t is substituted by a A s  and bVb ~, 
respectively and the following equivalences are used: 

a = a A (--a' V a') = (a A --a') V (a A a') 

b = b V (b' A -~b') = (b V b') h (b V -~b') 

In the example we can e.g. modify the transition trigger ldn in MOTORLEFT to 
ldn A ~lup. As lup A ldn ~ ldn V (lup A =Idn) is a tautology, this is a correct 
refinement step. If we wanted to refine the remaining transition with label ldn 
to ldn A -~lup, too, we would violate a syntactical refinement condition because 
ldnAlup ~ (ldnA-,lup) V(lupA-~ldn) is no longer a tautology. Finally, we would 
like to mention that  none of the above rules depends on transition commands, 
but  only on trigger conditions. 

R u l e s  fo r  C o m p o s i t i o n .  Single components can be composed to more complex 
specifications using the following rules: 

- St ~ St <3Lt>S2 for Out(Si) OOut(S2) = O and In(S1)NLnOut (S2)  = 0 
- $1 ~ $1[[$2 and $2 ~ $1[IS2 for Out(St) D Out(S2) = 0 as direct conse- 

quence from the first rule. 

Informally, these rules express that  St can be composed with any other specifi- 
cations $2 whenever $2 cannot add additional behavior due to message sending 
to St and the output  interfaces are disjoint. If the latter condition would be 
violated, $2 could chatter in the output  stream of $1 and one could not dis- 
tinguish anymore whether events are generated by $1 or $2. Again, additional 
non-determinism possibly would be introduced. 

As a consequence, in our running example SL "~ SLIISn, Sn ~ SLIISR, and 
also Sc ~ Sc <J L E> (SLIISR) and SL[ISR ~'* Sc <~ L i> (SLIISR), where SL, 
SR, and Sc denote the left and right motor, and the control part  of the central 
locking system, respectively. Due to the transitivity of ~ ,  we also get SL 
Sc <1L ~> (SLIISR). Note that ,  for lack of associativity, we cannot omit brackets 
as rdn, rup, ready E Out( Sc ) N L N In( S R ) and rmr E In( Sc ) N L n Out( S R ). 
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Figure  5. Decomposition of DOWN and UP, X E {l, r} 

lmr A ~  

rmr A -~lmr/skip ~ I G H T ~  lint/ready 

Figure  6. Decomposition of LOCKG and UNLG 

Rule  for Hierarchy .  In the last section we have seen that hierarchical compo- 
sition can be interpreted as parallel composition plus some extra communication 
of master and slaves. From the propositions for composition we therefore can 
deduce the following rule: 

Let A decby (Zd, Q) be defined as in Section 3.1. Then we get 

A -,~ A decby (~'d, ~o) 

without any further restrictions in case of strong preemption. For weak preemp- 
tion this proposition is only true, if 

Vk.(1 < k < I dl O n O u t ( & )  = = I n 

where {Sz, . . .  ,Sls = UCe~d Q(a). This rule can be easily derived from the 
refinement rules for composition, the definition of hierarchy, and the fact that 
{go(a)} fq In(A) = 0 as go(a) is a fresh signal. If we take a look at the cen- 
tral locking system, we ascertain that the automaton in Figure 5 is a correct 
refinement of DOWN and UP in LEFTMOTOR and RIGHTMOTOR, respectively. 

Figure 6 however is no correct refinement of UNLG and LOCKG because ready E 
Out(UNLG) fl In(CONTROL) and ready e Out(LOCKG) M In(CONTROL). We 
see that the restriction I M Out(Sk) = 0 is really needed as A decby (Ed, Q) can 
be embedded in a specification that makes certain signals available for commu- 
nication which would lead to additional non-determinism. In the example, the 
signal ready is fed back on the outermost level of hierarchy, which could pander 
self termination. Therefore, we can conclude that to introduce self termination 
never is a correct refinement step. 
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5 Conclusion 

Reactive systems are often part  of safety critical systems. To obtain correct 
working systems that  do not damage or destroy its environment, it is impor- 
tant  to keep the correct design of such systems in eye from the very beginning. 
One possibility to reduce the number of critical malfunctions is to apply formal 
verification techniques, such as model checking. 

It is hardly possible to specify complicated systems ad hoc. Hence, in a typical 
design process the designer starts with a first draft, which is later on transformed 
step by step into a more and more complex system. As a consequence, critical 
errors can be included in any design stage. Clearly, fully or semi automated ver- 
ification techniques help to find out many unwanted behaviors before the system 
is implemented. However, many malfunctions could be avoided if the designer 
had a design methodology by hand that  prevented him to specify unwanted be- 
havior. One part  of such a methodology is a set of rules that  tells the user which 
transformations of the original specification are allowed. 

In this paper we have proposed a refinement calculus for a synchronous State- 
charts dialect that  makes a contribution to this task. We have shown tha t  two 
syntactical constructs are enough to formulate Statecharts specifications. We 
have described the semantics of #-Charts mathematically and have described 
how the notion of refinement can smoothly be integrated in this semantics. 

Further work will focus on the question how our refinement calculus can be 
embedded as part  in a more general design methodology for Statecharts. 
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